doctrines of "ethos," and 6) certain instruments (luthlud, barbat).12 The synthesis of ancient Greek and Arabic (including Persian) music can easily be seen by comparing the treatises of Aristoxenus and Aristides Quintilianus with those of Safiyu-D-Din, al-Farabi, and al-Kindi,13 in which many parallels can be drawn between the use of melody, rhythm, and text-music relationships. In sum, to the Greeks, music theory was one part of a larger scientific/philosophical construct, and it was borrowed and adapted into the Islamic scientific/philosophical construct as part of the whole.
Before delving into the comparison between Arabic and ancient Greek use of "borrowed notes," the problem of terminology must be discussed in order to establish a clear definition of the modal systems in which the borrowed notes function. Turkish makam and Persian gusheh can be defined as "modal systems": a set of compositional rules by which the melodic component of a piece of music is realized.'4 There are thirteen "basic" makam-s, and altogether sixty to seventy, each with its own name and own distinctive structure.'5 The Persian gusheh-ha are a special repertory of melodies used as genetic materials for the creation of new pieces. 16 '4 Signell, 16. It is important to note that the modern Western interpretation of the word "mode" cannot be used here. "Modal framework" or "system" would be better terms, for makam, gusheh, and tonos prescribe not only a scale with a given ambitus and center tone-as does a mode-but also typical motifs and tone progressions. tonos and other musical terms (i.e. "octave species" and "harmonia"),'8 but as yet no one has looked at Islamic parallels for possible answers. The ancient Greek theorists were confusing in their discussions of terminology, but an ethnomusicological look at the similarities between makam, gusheh, and tonos may provide some new insight. Tonos (sometimes tropos) has been frequently defined as a "transposition scale."'9 At the time of Aristoxenus there were thirteen such tonoi, and two more were added later. They held the ethnic names commonly associated today with modes-Dorian, Lydian, Phrygian, and the like-but, like the makam-s and gusheh-ha, tonoi are more like "modal systems." The number of similarities between makam-s, gusheh-ha, and tonoi is striking: i) each has its own distinct structure and its own name, 2) some tonoi have "tribal"20 names, and titles for the gusheh-ha are sometimes taken from "towns, villages, or tribes,"21 3) each is based on a series of tetrachords (and in Arabic, pentachords), 4) each contains "fixed" and "variable" notes, 5) within the tetrachord system, each pitch making up a makamltonos has its own name indicating its intervallic relationship with its neighbor, 6) there are thirteen "basic" makam-s, and there were thirteen tonoi at the time of Aristoxenus, 7) each has 390 tonal centers, 8) modulation can occur between makam-s, gusheh-ha, and Ibid., 66. it is important to stress "unwritten" rules as being as strict and important to follow as written ones. In Arabic, and in all likelihood in ancient Greek music, there are many unwritten modes of practice which, although difficult to assess theoretically, should not be considered immaterial. The lack of written treatises explaining "single note borrowing" need not prove that it was rare, occurring only in folk music. Third, the function of "single note borrowing" as described above can be seen in several relics. The possibility that these "borrowed notes" are purely decorative and serve no function always exists, but Turkish music supplies us with a more basic and theoretically justified concep-392 tion of their use, namely that the "borrowed notes" support the tonal center in the piece in which they occur by being one-half step above or below the tonic.33 In the Berlin Papyrus, the tonos is Hyperaeolian,34 mese is note A (f#), and the borrowed note is E (f). this places E one-half step below mese. In Mesomedes Hymns One and Two, the tonos is Lydian, mese is M (c), and the borrowed note is O (b), again one-half step below. In these relics the borrowed note is made an upper or lower neighbor of mese, supporting it as in Turkish practice. Moreover, the borrowed note can appear as a neighbor to either paranete hyperbolaion appear to use borrowed notes, but because of the state of the preservation these problematic texts will not be fully discussed in this paper. 31 Because of the poorly preserved state of most of the relics, it is impossible to guess the total amount of times or places a borrowed note appears in any one piece. on lines 1 1, 16, and 23  before (D (g) and 1 (e), a fifth and fourth, respectively , from mese. And, in the Oslo Papyrus, the borrowed note A (d-flat/c") occurs on line six before 1 (e), a fourth from mese, and on line seven it outlines mese by being placed between it ascending and descending. From these examples it seems clear that the placement of borrowed notes within a melodic line is a conscious and deliberate act on the part of the composer.
Yet another strong parallel with Turkish music lies in the fact that when the borrowed note does not stand next to mese or a fourth or fifth from mese of the established tonos for that piece, it instead often stands next to a note that is either mese, a fourth or fifth from mese, or the "leading tone" to mese in the tonos to which the borrowed note belongs. Moreover, the borrowed note can be seen as mese itself in its own tonos. In this way, the borrowed note creates either a distinction or a connection between the tonos in which it appears and the tonos to which it more prop-393 erly belongs; the same occurs in "single note borrowing" between makam-s.35 In the Berlin Papyrus, the tonos is Hyperaeolian, and the borrowed note E (f) belongs to the Lydian, Hypolydian, and Hyperiastian toni. It appears in the piece as either an upper or lower neighbor to the note I (d),36 which is mese in the Lydian tonos, a fourth from mese in the Hypolydian tonos, and the "leading tone" to mese (lichanos meson) in the Hyperiastian tonos. In Mesomedes Hymn One, which is in the Lydian tonos, the borrowed note N (c#) belongs to the Hypolydian, Iastian, and Hyperiastian tonoi.37 It appears in the piece after Z (e) three times, which in the three tonoi respectively stands a fifth from mese, a fourth from mese, and as mese itself. (b):38 It is mese in the Aeolian, a fifth from mese in the Hyperaeolian, a fifth from mese in the Hypoiastian, and a fifth from mese in the Iastian, where the borrowed note O is itself mese. In these instances the borrowed note serves either to support the centers of the tonos to which it is foreign, or to emphasize the centers of the tonos to which it belongs-in effect, creating a connection or distinction between tonoi and facilitating a brief or potential modulation.
Cleonides states that "a modulation is melodious or unmelodious according to whether the notes that coincide in pitch are similar or dissimilar regarding their participation in the pycnum."39 According to the Aristoxenian system, a modulation is the most harmonious when the two "scales" involved are separated by a fourth or a fifth, and when they are separated by a tone or five tones, modulation is again melodious, though in an inferior degree. As in Turkish music, when the borrowed note serves the function of emphasizing the centers of either the tonos in which it appears or the tonos to which it belongs, it usually does so at a significant textual moment.42 In almost every instance, the borrowed note will occur on a carefully chosen syllable of a word, usually the first or last, and can often be seen at a Another point that might be examined is the use of borrowed notes for improvisation. In both Turkish and Persian music modulation is employed in improvisation.46 Despite the fact that almost nothing about it appears in the literature, unwritten law dictates that "a musician who would remain blandly in the same makam for more than, say, three minutes, would be considered to have played something 'tasteless' or 'colorless'."47 Accidentals may be introduced in certain cases as models for the improvisation, or in other words, to provide genetic materials such as modal/rhythmic features of a melody, shape, and mood/ character upon which the musician is expected to expound.48
There is no unassailable source from which we can be sure that ancient Greek music was ever improvised, but considering the increase in the variety of musical composition, freer rhythmic structure, and the possible rise of vocal and instrumental embellishments in the fifth century,49 it should be considered as a possibility that borrowed notes could indicate a point of departure for improvisation in ancient Greek music. another alternative: the Second Delphic Hymn could indeed be an instrumental piece. Ella Zonis remarks that in Persian music, the words are so important that "even when there is no singer, the solo instrumentalist may play ... as if the poetry were being sung."55 Persian avaz, primarily a vocal improvisation form, is unmeasured and depends on the meter of the text for rhythmic shape.56 Zonis states that "in the Saba instruction manuals the poetry is written out for each avaz even though these pieces are for solo instrument."57 It is interesting to note that Sacadas, a soloist on the aulos, won a musical contest in the sixth century B.C. with an instrumental song composed in honor of Apollo's victory over the Python of Delphi,58 and the Second Delphic Hymn, though much later in date, is also in honor of Apollo. Is it possible that the composer, knowing that the First Delphic Hymn was a vocal piece, decided to compose an instrumental piece with the intention that it be positioned next to the older hymn and the two be played together, either as vocal with accompaniment or vocal and instrumental solos, or perhaps alternating between the two as in Persian practice?59
Since we do not possess enough evidence to prove that ancient Greek instrumental music was composed without the poetry in all cases, it can be suggested that poetry was important enough to be writ-397 ten down even if the piece was for solo instrument. The Second Delphic Hymn is full of modulation-a new tonos appears almost every section-and borrowed notes are common, which are traits characteristic of Persian and Turkish improvised music.60 The fragmented condition of the stone causes great difficulty in deciphering the music of this Hymn, but more investigation may bring to light further and more conclusive evidence about the form of this piece.
Whether or not the borrowed notes serve as signals for an impending improvisation, their other functions now seem clearer from the comparison with Turkish "single note borrowing." Further parallels can be drawn from Persian and, although not considered in this paper, Judaeo-Arabic and Indian traditions. can only scratch the surface, however, because of the paucity and damaged condition of the extant Greek musical fragments and because of the lack of any written, theoretical basis for these procedures. Moreover, it is always risky and unverifiable to draw conclusions about Greek matters from ethnological analogy, since chronological and various cultural differences inevitably make parallels or even direct borrowings imprecise. Nonetheless, because the "borrowed notes" have been hitherto inexplicable, because it is evident in the works of alKindi, al-Farabi, and their followers that much of Islamic music is derived from ancient Greek theory, and because the criteria for the functions of the Turkish "single note borrowing" can be shown to resemble so closely these heretofore inexplicable notes in the Greek fragments, it would be unwise not to explore what little evidence and parallels we have. For the moment we have put aside western theory and examined instead the eastern parallels that help to isolate, categorize, and account for what has been a theoretical mystery in the study of ancient Greek music.
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